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Data Usability Issues
• Ease of use

– Taking what is deposited into PDS
– Contractually only raw data, calibration files, and documents on

calibration – in which software, algorithms or ‘factors’ can be 
provided to the user - are required.

» “sufficient calibration information to be supplied, when only 
raw data is archived, that the user can do calibration”

– Taking CDAP (Cassini Data Analysis Program) 
proposers as examples of ‘end users’ of the data 
products

– Sophisticated, science savvy, but not instrument team members.

• Efficacy of documentation
– Presumption of the study: no team member contact (as if it were 

20 years hence)
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Three Preliminary Results
1. Specific usability issues have been discovered that are 

best addressed by individual instrument teams 
– Eg: beta-testing of calibration instructions
– (work in progress)

2. Some usability issues have been discovered that are 
best addressed by the PDS 
– Eg: Cross cutting search tools
– (recommendations will be passed to PDS)

3. In terms of Usability - we as a community need to have 
realistic expectations 
– Eg: expect a significant time investment to become familiar with

nuances of the data
– (some coaching may be required of first-time users)
– (The Cassini Project may begin a series of papers at meetings to

‘talk’ to the community)
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Feedback from the community: PDS
• Absence of (Cross-cutting) Search capability: 

– Users found the absence of a search tool to be a significant 
impediment to ease of use.
• the PDS should allow a scientist to find data from a specific instrument and of a 

specific object with ease. 

– This includes search capabilities cross-cutting the PDS nodes (e.g., the 
availability of both imaging and spectral data for an object should be 
accessible in one search).

• Absence of pointing, timeline, and trajectory information
– Difficulty obtaining spacecraft attitude and trajectory information is a 

detriment to easy use of data where spacecraft pointing is relevant
– Difficulty obtaining science planning information is a detriment to finding 

relevant observations
• How does the user know when certain observations took place?

– Overview plots are of limited use when the spacecraft orientation is 
unknown

– Example from the NGDC of a ‘Orbit Locator Tool from Earth-orbiting 
missions: http://sscweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/sscweb/Locator.cgi
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Interface with PDS
• User tests resulted in identification of incorrect 

‘pointers’ within PDS Central Node (to Earth data and 
not Cassini data, incorrect timing pointers, etc.)
• Implies that beta testers for PDS interface is as important as for 

Cassini instrument team documentation.  
• Potential issues at PDS with prominence in display of contact 

information and tools
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Interface with PDS, part 2
• A large component of ‘ease of use’ of Cassini data are PDS 

requirements with respect to format and software.
• Formats for data at PDS have been established for decades and are not always 

(a) what is currently popular, and (b) what an instrument team settles on.
• PDS is reluctant to accept investigator or Co-I developed software for reasons of:

– Quality
– Must be maintained for the long term, and might easily be out of date in 2 years.
– In some cases the proprietary rights of software producers (IDL) – an issue that has now been 

resolved.
– (a misunderstanding, unearthed in this study, on who bears the responsibility for developing this 

software, Cassini, where funds have been devoted to software development, or PDS, has been 
resolved in favor of PDS accepting Cassini developed software for the short-term, to be provided to the 
public with caveats)

• This means that software developed by an instrument team for its own use, to 
display and manipulate its own data, may not be provided (normally) to the public 
via the PDS. 

– Implies that software delivery to PDS by Cassini instrument teams is of necessity a short-term solution

• In precluding instrument team software, PDS has a responsibility to assist users 
with an overarching tool (GUI) for (a) data presentation and (b) observational 
geometry.

– PDS is the only entity that can properly account for multiple platforms, quality control, and other issues 
surrounding long-term software tool implementation.
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Feedback from the Community: 
The Data, part 1

1. Insider-only usage (User comments): 
– it is difficult for the non-”insider” to access and use the data 

2. Lack of (usable - derived) data products (User remarks):  
– Derived products, that an investigator finds most useful, are not always 

provided.  Examples: Radio Science – derived atmospheric profiles; 
CAPS – derived plasma “moment” information (plasma density, 
temperature, velocity); 

– (Instrument teams are not obligated by contract to provide their
derived products to the PDS)

– (issues, for PDS compliance, include proper validation; funding 
would be required to generate properly validated and PDS 
compliant products.)
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3. Lack of Calibrated data (User comments): 
– Some users would like data to be stored in both raw and calibrated 

format(s) as a (near-term) but certainly long-term requirement of 
mission data. 
• 50 years from now users would like all the data to be archived in calibrated form
• Example of the problem: Who remembers how to calibrate Voyager data?

– Archiving higher level data products allows an outside scientist to use 
the data scientifically without needing to learn (from the documentation) 
that data reduction must be done, and then work, as a first step, to 
accomplish this reduction on his own.

– (Cassini response: in some cases, data usage is non-trivial and a time 
investment by the user is required – see ‘We the Community’
discussion); 

– (For a team to make higher level data products PDS compliant is work 
intensive.  It should be noted: some professional journals now allow 
files to become part of the ‘supplementary material’ that is archived 
online with a paper; examples include ascii files for plots found in a 
paper.  Is this a better way to archive selected data?)
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Progress
1. PDS-compliant New Tools now available:

– ISIS3: End-to-end processing routine at USGS for calibration of ISS 
(camera) and SAR (radar) images. (uses PDS images)

– Released: March 5, 2009

2. Significant progress as result of this study: 
– Instrument-specific documentation errors (particularly for 

calibration) have been discovered
• Every team needs to beta-test their documentation as it appears in the 

PDS, and as if they were a first-time user
– Selected Higher Order products are being prepared for transition to 

PDS (CAPS)
– Volunteers have come forward to generate detailed Users Guides 

(UVIS; Radar) 
• additional funding will be required for this activity

– Volunteers have come forward to donate individualized (Co-I 
developed) calibration software to assist first-time users (VIMS & 
others), and PDS has agreed to accept this software3/09/09 -cja- 9



We the Community …
• Time investment:

– Be prepared to invest a significant amount of time
– Learn the specialized software that the team has 

developed for itself
– Be resourceful

• Call the contact number
• Try to reproduce the test figure, if provided

• Planetary data is not the same as Earth-oriented or 
Astrophysical data
– Many different coordinate systems
– Unrealistic to expect simple homogeneous data formats
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Conclusions
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• The study continues:
– instrument–specific follow through is required on some of the 

issues
– Beta-testing and updating of documentation on PDS
– Migrating of some software to PDS

– The project hopes to work with the PDS to generate a listing 
of observations ‘science intent vs time’ that can be searched

– Provides users with a way to find key listings of observations such 
as occultations, periapsis passes, etc.

• The first of a series of coaching-style talks by the 
Cassini Project to the community is scheduled for the 
Toronto AGU: May, 2009

• Testimonials; questions; comments should be 
directed to: Claudia.j.alexander@jpl.nasa.gov

This work at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology 
was supported by NASA 
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Examples of Progress
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Example 1: New Tools for data 
processing (imaging and radar)

1. Search tool
– New PDS Image 

Atlas:
– http://pds-

imaging.jpl.nasa.gov/
search/cassini

2. Calibration tool
– ISIS3: End-to-end 

processing routine at 
USGS is now 
available 

– As of March 5, 2009
– For ISS and SAR

3/09/09
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Example 2: Documentation Bugs
• Test User #1: difficulty 

following the documentation 
to calibrate and produce 
derived quantities

• Team response: 
– Yes, the amount of time spent 

by the tester was 
unreasonably long

– Documentation is complete, 
passed PDS peer review, but 
the team had a ‘blind’ spot to 
this sort of error because of 
the experience of the team

– Need more beta testers
– Prepared to update and better 

describe certain calibration 
parameters to assist the first-
time user. 

User #2:  couldnUser #2:  couldn’’t reproduce the figuret reproduce the figure……
Team response: The published figure is in error. The Team response: The published figure is in error. The 
users reproduction was done well, the wrong part is the users reproduction was done well, the wrong part is the 
(outdated) team interpretation: that of a butterfly (outdated) team interpretation: that of a butterfly 
distribution when it is in fact due to the HGA obstructing distribution when it is in fact due to the HGA obstructing 
the sensor. Recognizable now (2008) while it was not the sensor. Recognizable now (2008) while it was not 
recognized in 2005.recognized in 2005.

3/09/09
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Example 3: Higher Order Product 
migration

• Electron and Ion ‘Moments’
from the Plasma Instrument 
(CAPS) contain the 
following critical plasma 
information:
– Velocity
– Density
– Temperature

• Moment calculations are not 
products that CAPS is 
contracturally obligated to 
provide, but agreed to 
produce in ‘gentleman’s 
agreement’

Progress:
• Electron Moments

– Have been produced
• Ion Moments

– Involve significant hand work and 
assessment of s/c pointing 

– Forthcoming in a timeframe longer 
than 90 days

– Conveying ‘confidence’ in any given 
data timeframe, to the end user, is 
an issue.

• Products that have currently been 
provided to Cassini are in 
discussion to be migrated to PDS, 
with caveats about validation.

3/09/09
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Example 4: Users Guides
Annecdotal remarks of a First-time user
• “it is impossible to conduct the proposed study without 

involving a team member who, at the least, is able to 
create Saturn xxxxxx images for me.”

• “I will also need a lot of explanations of the images, 
instrument pointing, etc.”

Team(s) response:
• Prepared to invest a significant amount of time to write a 

detailed Users Guide
– Topics may include:
– questions of instrument design and calibration; problems 

encountered during operations; commanding (and 
miscommanding); others that may be lost to history as 
those who designed and operated the mission move on, retire 
and forget. 

– A proper amount of funding for this activity should be provided.
– Reference: Wall et al., User Guide to the Magellan Synthetic 

Aperture Radar Images, NASA RP-1356, March 1995. 
3/09/09
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Example 5: Co-Is responsive 
to first-time user ‘ease of use’

• In some cases where there are 
serious Issues with ‘ease of use’

• Length of time to gain proficiency:
– Test User #1 (senior scientist): 2 days
– Test User #2 (senior scientist): 4 days 

working with other senior scientists
– Test User #3 (senior scientist): I could not 

do it; no viewing software provided; no 
translation software to a ‘useful’ format 
(IDL, FITS); contact with the team was 
‘marginally useful’.  The team created a 
specialized product using ‘expensive’
software that was not a long‐term solution 
for this users interests.

Team Philosophical approach to data 
analysis

• Each user must familiarize themselves 
with the data output

• Takes a significant amount of time to 
gain a level of proficiency

– External users ought to propose for 
such time in order to be credible in 
using  this data set

• The science is all in how the output is 
calibrated, how the data is ‘read’.  The 
data analysis process is time-
intensive.

3/09/09

• Progress:
– Co‐Is willing to donate software to assist first‐time users with calibration 

issues (PDS is willing to take this software)

– Continued iteration with qualified beta‐testers will be helpful here.



Appendix 2

Team specific notes
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CAPS

3/09/09

• Electron and Ion ‘Moments’
from the Plasma Instrument 
(CAPS) contain the 
following critical plasma 
information:
– Velocity
– Density
– Temperature

• Moment calculations are not 
products that CAPS is 
contracturally obligated to 
provide, but agreed to 
produce in ‘gentleman’s 
agreement’

Progress:
• Electron Moments

– Have been produced
• Ion Moments

– Involve significant hand work and 
assessment of s/c pointing 

– Forthcoming in a timeframe longer 
than 90 days

– Conveying ‘confidence’ in any given 
data timeframe, to the end user, is 
an issue.

• Products that have currently been 
provided to Cassini are in 
discussion to be migrated to PDS, 
with caveats about validation.
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CDA
• The individual impact charge signals resulting from a micrometeoroid impact onto the detector are provided. These 

signals are calibrated, and give the measured charge in Coulombs. However, higher-level quantities, that must be 
derived from the impact charge signals, like the impactor mass and velocity, as well as the elemental composition, are 
currently not provided. 

• CDA is ‘aware of the fact that we do not provide a complete calibration procedure, in particular for the time-of-flight 
mass spectra. Even data from 2004 are still re-calibrated based on what we have learned from the instrument behavior 
during the past 4 years. We consider ourselves to still be in the learn-phase that is delaying a final re-processing of the 
volumes.’

• A re-process of all products submitted so far is intended.

3/09/09
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CIRS
Calibration
• Calibrated data is delivered to 

PDS, and is updated on a 
regular basis.

New Calibration issues:
• A) Interference from Reaction 

wheels (never part of the 
expectations for instrument 
operations) 

– Mitigated by special ‘DsCALs’

• B) other electrical interference

Re-delivery
• CIRS plans to resubmit a new 

version of the Primary Mission data 
using the current data pipeline that 
incorporates algorithms that have 
been developed during the mission. 
3/09/09
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INMS
• Available Products: raw data and level 

1A products (counts)
– INMS has met its requirement

• Calibration:
– The calibration documentation has not yet 

been beta-tested, 
– Documents online at the PDS mixed up INMS 

and CAPS information.  Also, no INMS team-
member contact is listed for this data set, since 
there is an error in the URL.  

– Ion species calibration data consists of a model 
containing two constants that relate the ion 
count rate to the flux. These constants are 
reported in documentation included in the 
deliveries to the PDS. There are additional 
effects due to spacecraft potential and the 
precision with which the instrument is tuned 
that must be accounted for. 

– INMS has supplied pre-flight neutral species 
calibration data with the first data delivery. 

– Additional calibration of the engineering unit at 
the GSFC has been performed. The results of 
these calibrations are being analyzed and 
methods to transform the engineering unit 
calibration data to flight unit are under 
development. 

3/09/09
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ISS

3/09/09

1. Search tool
– New PDS Image 

Atlas:
– http://pds-

imaging.jpl.nasa.gov/
search/cassini

2. Calibration tool
– ISIS3: End-to-end 

processing routine at 
USGS is now 
available 

– As of March 5, 2009
– For ISS and SAR
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MAG - a ‘dual system’ magnetometer
Ease of use:
• Old binary files were very difficult 

to work with and not in the format 
normally used by external 
institutions

• Original binary files met the 
requirements for PDS compliance

• MAG team has agreed to deliver 
ASCII files in more conventional 
coordinate system

•• The The asciiascii data are "KRTP data are "KRTP 
coordinates: standardcoordinates: standard
rightright--handed spherical triad: R handed spherical triad: R 
(Saturn to spacecraft), Theta (Saturn to spacecraft), Theta 
(completes right handed set), and (completes right handed set), and 
Phi (parallel to Saturn's equator)" Phi (parallel to Saturn's equator)" 

•• There is There is asciiascii data for every day that data for every day that 
there is raw binary data there is raw binary data 

3/09/09
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MIMI

User #2:  couldnUser #2:  couldn’’t reproduce the figuret reproduce the figure……
Team response: The published figure is in errorTeam response: The published figure is in error’’. The . The 
users reproduction was done well, the wrong part is the users reproduction was done well, the wrong part is the 
(outdated) team interpretation: that of a butterfly (outdated) team interpretation: that of a butterfly 
distribution when it is in fact due to the HGA obstructing distribution when it is in fact due to the HGA obstructing 
the sensor. Recognizable now (2008) while it was not the sensor. Recognizable now (2008) while it was not 
recognized in 2005.recognized in 2005.

3/09/09

• Test User #1: difficulty 
following the documentation 
to calibrate and produce 
derived quantities

• Team response: 
– Yes, the amount of time spent 

by the tester was 
unreasonably long

– Documentation is complete, 
passed PDS peer review, but 
the team had a ‘blind’ spot to 
this sort of error because of 
the experience of the team

– Need more beta testers
– Prepared to update and better 

describe certain calibration 
parameters to assist the first-
time user. 
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Radar
Calibration tool

– ISIS3: End-to-end processing routine at USGS is now available  
[As of March 5, 2009]

Users Guide:
– Propose to write a detailed Users Guide
– Topics may include:
– questions of instrument design and calibration; problems 

encountered during operations; commanding (and 
miscommanding); others that may be lost to history as 
those who designed and operated the mission move on, retire 
and forget. 

– Reference: Wall et al., User Guide to the Magellan Synthetic 
Aperture Radar Images, NASA RP-1356, March 1995. 

3/09/09
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RPWS
• No issues
• Available products: 

– frequency/time 
spectrograms

– High res wave-form 
data

• The archive seems to 
be straightforward to 
use, documentation is 
available online, 
software to visualize 
the data also online
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Radio Science
Concerns
• No processed RSS 

data getting to the 
PDS 

– RSS not required to deliver these, 
but understand their importance

• The community, who 
understands how to 
reduce this data is 
small and getting 
smaller 

Progress:
• The team always 

intended to archive the 
appropriate higher 
products. 

• Accelerate existing 
plans/schedule, 
synchronous with 
publication(s)
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UVIS
Annecdotal remarks of a First-time user
• “it is impossible to conduct the proposed study without 

involving a UVIS team member …”
• “I will also need a lot of explanations of the images, 

instrument pointing, etc.”
Team(s) response:
• Prepared to invest a significant amount of time to write a 

detailed Users Guide
– Topics may include:
– questions of instrument design and calibration; problems 

encountered during operations; commanding (and 
miscommanding); others that may be lost to history. 

– A proper amount of funding for this activity should be provided.
Reader failures:
• There are known bugs in the reader software for some of 

the UVIS data.
– A general solution has been implemented. 

• PDS label fixes have not yet been released by PDS.
3/09/09
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VIMS
• Comments: PI
• Each user must familiarize 

themselves with the VIMS data 
cube for themselves

• Takes a significant amount of time 
to gain a level of proficiency

– External users ought to propose 
for such time in order to be 
credible in using VIMS

• The science is all in how the 
cubes are calibrated, how they are 
‘read’.  A good scientist gets their 
hands dirty with the data analysis 
process.

• He expects potential users to 
approach the team for assistance 
if needed.
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• In some cases where there are 
serious Issues with ‘ease of use’

• Length of time to gain proficiency:
– Test User #1 (senior scientist): 2 days
– Test User #2 (senior scientist): 4 days 

working with other senior scientists
– Test User #3 (senior scientist): I could not 

do it; no viewing software provided; no 
translation software to a ‘useful’ format 
(IDL, FITS); contact with the team was 
‘marginally useful’.  The team created a 
specialized product using ‘expensive’
software that was not a long‐term solution 
for this users interests.

• Progress:
– Co‐Is willing to donate software to assist first‐time users with calibration 

issues (PDS is willing to take this software)

– Continued iteration with qualified beta‐testers will be helpful here.


